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CPV Towantic, LLC (“CPV”) submitted the following two documents to the Federal Aviation
Administration (“FAA”) on February 27, 2015 in connection with the FAA circularization
process: (1) Letter from CPV’s aviation consultant, Clyde Pittman of Federal Airways &
Airspace, dated February 27, 2015 (“Pittman Letter”); and (2) Power Point presentation by
CPV’s aviation consultant (“Presentation”). These two documents and Mr. Pittman’s
resume are attached.
These documents address and rebut many of the assertions raised in this docket by Mr.
Stevens and by Mr. Pietrorazio. Specifically, these documents address both the proposed
stacks and thermal plumes. As the Pittman Letter submitted to the FAA outlines, thermal
plumes from power plants have consistently been determined by the FAA to have minimal
risk to aircraft. CPV notes that these issues are within the jurisdiction of the FAA, and are
being duly considered within the FAA circularization process. However, CPV submits the
following information in response to claims made during the February 24, 2015 hearing.
Invisible plumes do not pose significant risk, even to student pilots
Page 3 of the Pittman Letter describes three tests that the FAA conducted to “assess aircraft
handling characteristics and responses when penetrating a convective thermal plume
emanating from a power plant.” As described in the Pittman Letter, the FAA concluded that
the power plant plumes posed no threat to pilot or aircraft safety, even for “a student pilot
with limited experience.”
Further, if pilots are properly following applicable requirements and protocols, under
visual flight rule (“VFR”) conditions they must maintain a minimum altitude of 1,700 feet
AMSL (720 feet above the proposed stacks in the vicinity of the Facility). Additionally, FAA
regulation 14 CFR §91.119 requires aircraft under VFR conditions to maintain a minimum
height of 500 feet above objects, including stacks, and 14 CFR §91.13 requires pilots not to
behave in a reckless manner. As discussed in the attached Presentation, there are other
existing tall structures, ground elevation and vegetation in close proximity to the proposed
Facility site that would require pilots to maintain the 500 foot separation, except when
descending to land. Under instrument flight rule (“IFR”) conditions, the pilots would have
to maintain a minimum elevation of 1,280 feet AMSL, which is a distance of at least 300 feet
above the proposed stacks, and should rely on their instruments to maintain the published
altitude.
Visible plumes will not impede the control tower’s view of aircraft
Mr. Stevens expressed concern that visible plumes would significantly impair the ability of
air traffic controllers in the Waterbury-Oxford Airport control tower to see aircraft. In fact,
the visible plumes would only interrupt the controller’s line of sight for very short periods.
Specifically, at 41-109 nautical miles/hour (knots), which is the typical range for a Cessna
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172 light sport aircraft,1 a plane will travel 69-184 feet/second. As a result, a light sport
aircraft would be expected to fully traverse a thermal plume in approximately 2 - 5
seconds.2 Most likely, the aircraft’s limited visibility to the air traffic controller would be
even less due to the nature of plume rise. Given that a plume would only limit the
controller’s visibility for a very short period of time, there is no reason for a pilot to alter
his/her course based on visibility issues.
Other airports have power plants in close proximity, including in the left downwind leg of
their VFR traffic pattern
As previously discussed during the hearings, there are a number of other airports in
Connecticut located near power plants with large stacks, including in Hartford (Brainard)
and Bridgeport (Sikorsky). These Connecticut airports have operated for many decades
without stack-related incidents.
Additionally, based on a review of all FAA Determinations of No Hazard (“DNH”) from 1960
to the present, over 300 structures either built or pending have received a DNH for
locations within 13,000 feet of airports in the United States. Many are located as close or
closer than the proposed stacks.
Mr. Stevens asserts that he is unaware of any other situation in the United States in which a
power plant is located in the left downwind leg of the traffic pattern, which he claims is the
“worst” possible location. In fact, the critical phases (e.g., climb, descent) are considered
the more vulnerable periods of flight; based on a cursory review of the DNH data, over 20
exhaust stacks that are at least 100 feet tall appear to be located in such an orientation.
With regard to exhaust stacks in the downwind leg, six facilities were noted in a cursory
review that focused on structures within 1.25 nautical mile (“NM”)3 of runways, including:


A 348-foot tall exhaust stack associated with a pellet-burning facility located
approximately 0.58 NM abeam and within the downwind leg of the Millinocket
Municipal Airport Runway 34 in Maine. In addition, stack exhaust from this type of
facility would have considerably higher moisture content and would be expected to
result in more expansive exhaust plumes than for a combined cycle combustion
turbine.



Five 150-foot exhaust stacks associated with an electric generating facility firing
both natural gas and fuel oil, located approximately 0.68 NM abeam and within the
downwind leg and close to the descent area of the Westover Airbase and
Metropolitan Airport Runway 23 in Chicopee, Massachusetts.



Two 218-foot exhaust stacks associated with the Astoria Energy 550 MW combined
cycle generating facility, located 0.82 NM abeam and within the downwind leg of
LaGuardia Airport Runway 4 in New York.

Maximum speed 118 knots; cruising speed 109 knots; stall speed 41 knots.
Based on the 2012 SAIC Report which stated the minimum horizontal clearance for plumes associated with
the proposed CPV Towantic Energy plant was 320 feet.
3 The VFR traffic pattern for Category ‘A’ aircraft for Runway 18 at the Waterbury-Oxford Airport.
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One 175-foot stack associated with a 300 MW dual fueled combined cycle power
plant, located 0.95 NM abeam and within the downwind leg of Faribault Municipal
Airport Runway 12 in Minnesota.



Two 160-foot “smokestacks” associated with the Hanscom Airforce Base, located 1.1
NM abeam and within the downwind leg of Hanscom Field Airport Runway 29 in
Lexington, Massachusetts.



One 175-foot boiler plant exhaust stack associated with the Maine Medical Center,
located 1.2 NM abeam and within the downwind leg of Portland International
Airport Runway 18 in Maine.

No stack- or plume-related incidents were noted in a review of NTSB records from 2007 to
the present for the above airport runways.
The heights of the proposed two stacks are not a problem for pilots
At the February 24th hearing, Mr. Stevens testified that the height of the stacks for the
proposed Facility do not pose a problem for pilots.
Traffic patterns do not put small aircraft directly above the proposed two stacks
The airport’s FAA FAR Part 150 Noise Study, published in October 2008, indicates that
Runway 36 handles approximately 73% of aircraft operations due to the prevailing
northerly/northwesterly winds and the designation as the calm wind runway; airport
procedures do not result in aircraft in the vicinity of the proposed stacks when using
Runway 36.
Mr. Stevens claims that current traffic patterns put small aircraft directly above the stacks.
Although it is possible for aircraft using Runway 18 to be above the location of the
proposed stacks, known aircraft turning radii, published traffic patterns for WaterburyOxford Airport, and good aviation practice require Category ‘A’ aircraft (which would
include light sport) to fly approximately 1.25 NM east of the runway in order to safely
manage their approach. This would place the aircraft approximately 0.6 NM east of the
proposed Facility stacks. Airspace further east would also be available to Category ‘A’
aircraft.
Aircraft should be well above stack top height and not in a critical phase area
Mr. Stevens also claims that the stacks would be within the area where the pilot starts
his/her descent into the Waterbury-Oxford Airport. However, in accordance with FAA
Order 7400.2k, the area abeam the runway is not the descent area; the climb/descent area
is forward of the runway. Additionally, FAA-H-8083-3A, “The Airplane Flying Handbook,
which Mr. Stevens references, states “Pattern altitude should be maintained until abeam
the approach end of the landing runway.”
Additionally, as stated on page 3 of the Pittman Letter, FAA Order 8260.3B, Change 21,
specifies a 0.4 nautical mile Straight Segment Length. Therefore, the entire length an
aircraft is abeam of the runway, a Category ‘A’ aircraft would fly in a level wing position.
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Given the position of the proposed stack, this means that aircraft would be in level wing
position for 1,544 feet past the location of the proposed stacks before becoming parallel to
the runway end, and initiating a turn to begin its descent.
Mr. Stevens alleged adverse effects
In the next to last paragraph of his letter to the FAA, dated February 23, 2015, which was
admitted as an exhibit by the Council, Mr. Stevens argues that the FAA should find a hazard
to air navigation primarily due to impacts on aeronautical operations and traffic patterns.
These claims are fully rebutted in the Pittman Letter (see page 4) and in the Presentation.
Former FAA approvals for Facility, including plume considerations
During the February 24th hearing, Mr. Stevens claimed that the FAA had last approved the
stacks for the Facility in 1999 and “prior to any significant concerns about the production
of plumes.” This is not correct, as shown on the FAA Review History-Best Available
Information, attached to CPV’s Late Filed Exhibit 2b, dated January 22, 2015, and attached
hereto.
First, the FAA’s most recent approval (in the form of a Determination of No Hazard) of the
stacks was issued in 2009 and expired in 2011. This followed previous Determinations of
No Hazard and Extensions of Determinations of No Hazard in 1999, 2000, and 2002.
Second, in 2009, the FAA specifically notes its review of information regarding plumes in
issuing the Determination of No Hazard for this Facility.
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February 27, 2015
Attn: Darin Clipper, Specialist
Federal Aviation Administration
Southwest Regional Office
Obstruction Evaluation Group
2601 Meacham Boulevard
Fort Worth, Texas 76193

Re: Aeronautical Study Nos. 2014‐ANE‐1770‐OE; 2014‐ANE‐1771‐OE; 2014‐ANE‐1908‐OE
Dear Mr. Clipper:
Federal Airways & Airspace has been retained to advise CPV Towantic, LLC on its proposed project in
Oxford, Connecticut with regard to airport, air navigation, and Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
concerns. In addition to the comments specifically provided in response to the circularization of this
project, we noted that considerable mention during the Connecticut Siting Council process has been made
of exhaust from the proposed stacks and associated potential effect on navigation.
We recognize that the FAA is only considering the structures in its determination process, and that the
FAA has evaluated the potential effect of exhaust plumes from similar stacks many times in the past. Each
time, as most recently documented in the FAA’s January 21, 2015 memorandum, “the FAA has
determined the overall risk associated with thermal exhaust plumes in causing a disruption in flight is
low.” The FAA also notes that “…thermal exhaust plumes in the vicinity of airports may pose a unique
hazard to aircraft in critical phases of flight (particularly takeoff, landing and within the pattern).” Given
some of the misrepresentations made in other permitting venues, we wish to provide facts to confirm
that the locations of the proposed stacks (and associated exhaust plumes) do not overlay with “critical
phases” for the Waterbury‐Oxford Airport (OXC). We believe neither the stacks nor the associated
exhaust should be considered a significant risk to navigation.
The Project is Not Located in a Critical Phase Area
The closest runway is 3,846 feet (0.63 NM) from the closest proposed stack. The stacks will be located
abeam of the runway to the east at an elevation of 980 feet above mean sea level (AMSL).
As shown in Figure 1, Runway 18 has a left hand Traffic Pattern and small aircraft (Category ‘A’) when on
the downwind leg for a Runway 18 landing are to be within 1.25 NM of the runway. The upwind leg for a
Category ‘A’ aircraft is 0.25 NM from the runway centerline (please see Attachment 1). Thus, the FAA
protects for a larger area than that defined by FAA‐H‐8083‐3A, “The Airplane Flying Handbook.” Runway
36 is also published as a “left hand” traffic pattern, which places the stacks east of the upwind leg for this
runway, outside the protected area.
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Figure 1: OXC VFR Traffic Pattern (Left‐Hand) for Runway 18.

In accordance with FAA Order 7400.2K, Figure 6‐3‐9, the area abeam the runway is not the descent area.
The climb/descent area is forward of the runway. FAA‐H‐8083‐3A, Page 7‐3 states the area abeam the
runway is to be flown “at the specified traffic pattern altitude. “ It also states, “Pattern altitude should be
maintained until abeam the
approach end of the landing
runway.” Thus, FAA Order 7400.2K
and FAA‐H‐8083‐3A agree the
stacks are not in a location where
a pilot is taught to start his/her
descent to land.

Figure 2: OXC Category 'A' VFR Traffic Pattern Runway 18 (Left).

Traffic Pattern Altitude (TPA)
specified by the FAA, according to
Aircraft Owners and Pilots
Association (AOPA), is 1800 feet
AMSL or 820 feet above the top of
the proposed stacks. AOPA also
lists the airport manager’s
recommended TPA as 1700 feet
AMSL. This would be true for
either runway, as shown in Figure
2. Please see Attachment 2 for
explanation of AOPA
recommended TPA.

Although most aircraft would be expected to fly at the TPA in the vicinity of the proposed project, certain
activities under specific conditions could result in aircraft flying at lower elevations. Both Runway 18 and
36 have circling procedures for Category ‘A’, ‘B’, ‘C’ and ‘D’ aircraft. The IFR Circling Minimum Descent
Altitude (CMDA) within the expanded Category ‘A’ circling area is 1280’ AMSL, or 300’ above the stacks;
this reflects the lowest aircraft maneuver altitude in the vicinity of the project. This CMDA would be used
when the cloud ceiling is lower than 1280 feet AMSL or the pilot could not see the runway to land;
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however, it is not expected that the aircraft would be over the location of the proposed stacks when
circling to land, as outlined below.
On May 2, 2013 the FAA expanded the criteria for protected areas for circling to land approaches because
the previous circling areas did not always allow enough room for pilots to align the aircraft with the final
approach and consistently achieve a stabilized approach. OXC now has the expanded circling areas
published in their landing procedures. This increase in radii size accounts for greater true airspeeds and
adverse wind gradients encountered at higher mean sea level (MSL) altitudes. These parameters would
require aircraft on a normal circling approach to be, more likely than not, east of the stacks and not over
the stacks when circling to land on Runway 18 or 36.
Even if an aircraft was circling at the CMDA in the vicinity of the proposed stacks, based on known aircraft
turning radii, the aircraft would be in a level wing position. For example, the turning radius of a Category
‘A’ aircraft is defined in FAA Order 8260.3B as 1.3 NM. FAA Order 8260.3B, Change 21, specifies a 0.4 NM
Straight Segment Length as the abeam distance past the end of the runway that is required for a Category
‘A’ aircraft with a velocity of 90 knots indicated airspeed and a bank angle of 25°. Therefore, Category ‘A’
aircraft would fly in a level wing position until at least 1,544 feet past the location of the proposed stacks
before initiating a turn.
Missed approach paths and holding patterns associated with Runway 36 require left hand turns and
would not occur over the proposed stack locations. Aircraft on a missed approach from Runway 18 would
turn left, and could travel in the vicinity of the proposed stacks. However, the calculated height of aircraft
in the vicinity of the stacks, given required climb rates, would be 484 feet above the stacks for Vertical
Navigation (VNAV) conditions and 491 feet above the stacks for Lateral Navigation (LNAV) conditions.
None of these aircraft would be considered in “critical phases” of flight.
The proposed stacks will not impact departure from either Runway 18 or 36. The published Takeoff
Minimums specify straight‐out departures. Runway 18 (to the South) has a standard climb of 200 feet per
NM until 400 feet above the departure end of the runway (DER 36) is achieved or 2 NM before turning at
the standard climb rate. The proposed stacks are not aligned with the end of the runways, and even if
they were, would be lower than the substantially‐buffered allowable heights (1223 feet AMSL for Runway
18 and 1144 feet AMSL for Runway 36). Therefore, there is no anticipated impact to any departure from
Runways 18 or 36 at OXC.
Exhaust Plumes Have Been Determined to Have Minimal Risk
The FAA has published in 2014 a Guidebook for Energy Facilities Compatibility with Airports and Airspace,
“ACRP Report 108.” One of the purposes of the publication was to gain information on the effects of
exhaust plume emissions. To meet this requirement the FAA conducted flight tests to “assess aircraft
handling characteristics and responses when penetrating a convective thermal plume emanating from a
power plant.”
1. The Calpine Sutter Power Plant Test concluded; “the power plant plume did not represent a
significant threat to GA aircraft operating at traffic pattern altitudes.”
2. A second test, at the Indigo Energy Facility near Palm Springs, CA, concluded; “In all cases, the
aircraft stabilized on its own within 1 second of exiting the plume. Consequently, the pilots had
no difficulty maintaining control of their aircraft.”
3. A third test, at the Walter E. Higgins Power Plant, near Primm, Nevada concluded; “Even at 500 ft
above the facility, the aircraft was fully controllable and recovery from any dynamic upset was
fully within the capability of a student pilot with limited experience.”
Further, a report prepared for the FAA titled, “Analysis of the Impact of Vertical Plumes and Exhaust
Effluent on Aviation Safety,” published by SAIC in September 30, 2010 studies the question, “Can the
vertical plumes induce unacceptable risk level to flying through aircraft and aircrew.” The report
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determined the expected time to transition a plume was 20 seconds or less. While aircraft in the
immediate vicinity of the stack could experience the effect of turbulence or visual screening (under
certain colder weather conditions), it would be momentary and no different than that associated with a
small cloud.
In fact, this particular project (in a different configuration) was specifically evaluated both by SAIC in 2010
and by MITRE, Inc. in 2012. The SAIC report concluded that the plume‐induced condensation clouds do
not affect aviation safety. The MITRE report, using the same input data with a different model, concluded
that the aircraft upset criteria were never reached for the project. A maximum horizontal distance for the
plume with the potential to result in a “momentary loss of control” was calculated as 300’. The previous
configuration had higher exhaust temperature and more rapid velocity that the current configuration; we
would expect those prior results to conservatively reflect those from the current project.
Conclusion
An analysis of airport operations, FAA requirements, and studies of plume effect have indicated:








No change in VFR operation regular course or altitude is required.
There will be no impact to the ILS or Localizer to Runway 36, or to any of the RNAV procedures to
Runway 36.
An analysis of all instrument procedures to Runway 18 did not identify any impact associated
with the project.
The project structures and operation will not derogate airport capacity/efficiency.
The project will not affect plans on file with the FAA. There are no plans on file to construct a
new runway at this airport. While there is a proposed amendment 2 for the RNAV (GPS) Runway
18 (scheduled publication date: 6/25/2015), I do not expected to alter the inbound course or
require a left turn when initiating the missed approach.
Power plants in the vicinity of airports do occur, some even in the approach, such as PQL (Trent
Lott International) with a 645 ft AMSL stack in the approach to Runway 17. This stack has not
affected the capacity or efficiency of the airport. The airport even has a plan on file to extend
Runway 17 towards the stack.

Therefore, we believe that neither the stacks nor the associated exhaust should be considered a
significant risk to air navigation.
Thank you for your consideration. Should you have any questions or require additional information,
please feel free to contact me at 321‐777‐1266.
Sincerely,

Clyde Pittman
Aerospace Engineer.
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Attachment 1: FAA Order 7400.2K, Change 1
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Attachment 2: AOPA Traffic Pattern Altitude
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CPV Towantic Energy Center

CPV Towantic
Energy Center
2014-ANE-1770 and 1771-OE
2014-ANE-1908, 1909, 1910, 1911, and 1912-OE
2014-ANE-1923, 1924, 1925, and 1926-OE

Prepared by Federal Airways & Airspace®
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CPV Towantic Energy Center

The Project
• Proposed dual-fueled electric generating facility
• CPV Towantic recently cleared the ISO-NE capacity auction
– The project is a needed new source of electrical power that will
now be counted on to serve Connecticut and other New England
states
– Providing clean energy that will replace retirement of existing
power generating facilities
– Providing energy reliability for the state and the region

• Located at the intersection of high voltage electrical power
transmission and natural gas pipelines.
• Located within the Airport Economic Development Zone,
established in 2013 by the State of Connecticut, and the
Woodruff Hill Industrial Park.
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CPV Towantic Energy Center
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Summary of Prior FAA Review History
• The project was first issued Determinations of No Hazard for
two stacks and other associated structures in 1999
−

150-foot stacks were reviewed in 2009 (2008-ANE-416OE, 2008-ANE-417-OE) and a circularization process
resulted in Determinations of No Hazard associated
with penetration of:



−

VFR Horizontal Surface
Circling Minimum Descent Altitude

Most recent extensions/approvals for other structures
were issued in 2011

• Prior cases were withdrawn in 2012 to consider potential
project updates

2/27/2015

CPV Towantic Energy Center

Current Submittal
• Updated project includes changes that reduce
potential affect on airport surfaces
– Project stacks relocated 378 feet to the east to avoid
the Runway 18 LNAV Procedure, Primary Area
– Base ground elevation reduced 1 foot to avoid
penetration of the Circling Minimum Descent Altitude
– Structure heights decreased (e.g., three smaller
enclosures replacing a single taller building)

• Updated project stacks and other elements were
resubmitted to FAA in 2014 with 1A surveys
• Notifications of Presumed Hazard issued due to
penetration of the VFR Horizontal Surface
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Discussion
•
•

•

The VFR Horizontal Surface extends 5,000 feet from the
airport at a height of 876 feet AMSL horizontal
The proposed stacks and other project structures do exceed
the OXC Horizontal Surface, as was the case for prior
Determinations of No Hazard.
Ground elevation and existing undocumented structures
penetrate the Horizontal Surface at locations near the project.
– Five unmarked and unlit electric transmission towers
– 1A surveys indicate the tallest was constructed in 2013-14, with a
height of 960.94 feet AMSL
– Ground elevation penetrates the VFR Horizontal surface, which does
not include the substantial tree growth (estimated at > 50 feet AGL)
– Known obstacles with a height of 962 and 950 feet AMSL, not studied
by the FAA

2/27/2015

CPV Towantic Energy Center
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Existing Penetrations
Known Obstacle

Ground exceeds
Horizontal Surface

(962’ AMSL)
(not studied by the FAA)

(not including trees)

Existing Structures
exceed Horizontal
Surface
(not studied by the FAA)

Proposed Stacks
HORIZONTAL SURFACE
(Limit)

Known Obstacle
(950’ AMSL)
(not studied by the FAA)

CPV Towantic Energy Center

2/27/2015

Traffic Pattern Altitude (TPA)
•

•

Aircraft should be at a minimum of between 720 feet and
823 feet above the top of the stack when flying the VFR,
and generally more.
–

Aircraft up to 12,500 lbs are to maintain 973 feet above ground
level (1,803 feet AMSL; 823 feet above the stacks).*

–

Aircraft over 12,500 lbs are to maintain 1,473 feet above
ground level (2,203 feet AMSL; 1,323 feet above the stacks).*

–

Airport Manager recommends light aircraft 1,700 feet AMSL and
heavy aircraft 2,200 feet AMSL (720 feet and 1,220 feet above
the stack, respectively).

FAA Order 7400.2 states that structures up to 500 feet
AGL may be acceptable in the level portion of TPA

* Source: AOPA
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CPV Towantic Energy Center
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Circling and Other Air Traffic
•

The project avoids penetrations to the Circling Minimum
Descent Altitude

•

Missed approach procedures should not occur in the
vicinity of the proposed structures

•

–

Runway 36 ILS/LOC Procedure will have aircraft turning in the
opposite direction

–

Runway 18 Procedure will have aircraft at a higher elevation

The project is not located in the climb or descent area for
either Runway 18 or Runway 36
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CPV Towantic Energy Center

VFR Horizontal Surface Implications
• With an air traffic pattern altitude in this area of 1,700 feet
AMSL, minimum aircraft height would still be considerably
above stack height.
• Existing penetrations are located in this area with no
known history of issue.
• Providing obstacle lighting on the project stacks would
improve the conspicuity of the existing terrain, trees, and
transmission line penetrations.
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CPV Towantic Energy Center
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Conclusion
• Approval of the stacks with obstacle lighting will not alter or
affect any VFR aircraft any more than the existing
undocumented penetrations already do.
• The cumulative effect of the stacks will not change the
aeronautical environment from what exists today.
• The stacks will improve safety within the aeronautical
environment by acting as a marker for existing, unmarked,
undocumented penetrations.

2/27/2015

CPV Towantic Energy Center

Federal Airways & Airspace®
1423 South Patrick Drive
Satellite Beach, FL 32937
321-777-1266
airspace@airspaceusa.com
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Witness:
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ANALYSIS OF PROPOSED FACILITY'S CONSISTENCY WITH THE DRAFT 2014 INTEGRATED
RESOURCE PLAN FOR CONNECTICUT

The January 29, 2015 hearing included considerable discussion of the consistency of
CPV Towantic’s (“CPV”) proposed Facility with the draft Integrated Resource Plan for
Connecticut (Draft IRP”) issued by the Department of Energy and Environmental
Protection (“DEEP” or the “Department”) on December 11, 2014. In this document, CPV
highlights statements in the draft IRP demonstrating that CPV Towantic Energy Center is
consistent with and furthers the goals and policies of the draft IRP and, thereby, provides
substantial public benefits to Connecticut and its residents.
CPV adds that Connecticut ratepayers will be shouldering a portion of the region’s
capacity costs due to the shortage of resources realized in ISO-NE’s eighth Forward
Capacity Auction (FCA8), that took place in February 2014, for the period June 1, 2017 thru
May 31, 2018. The cost of capacity tripled for FCA8. Notably, ISO-NE’s ninth Forward
Capacity Auction (FCA9) that took place February 2015 procured greater than 1,400 MW of
new resources, including the CPV Towantic Energy Center which will now be relied on by
Connecticut and the entire New England region to maintain reliability and stabilize
capacity costs.
CPV’s witnesses can further elaborate on the relationship of the Facility to the draft
IRP and on the resulting public benefits in the upcoming hearing sessions.

Emission and Cost Reductions From Natural Gas Generation
Page ii—“Replacement of Coal and Oil Generation with Natural Gas Generation Has
Lowered Costs And Emissions from Historic Highs. Air pollution emissions in
Connecticut have decreased markedly, as low cost natural gas-fired generation continues to
displace coal and oil-fired generation.”

New England Capacity Shortage and Implications for Connecticut
Page iii—“New Power Plant Needs In Other States Will Drive Up Capacity Prices for
the Region…. The 2014 IRP projects that Connecticut will continue to have plenty of
capacity through 2024, and beyond…. At the regional level, however, the New England
capacity surplus is rapidly dwindling. Beginning in 2017, the region will face a capacity
shortage of 143 MW primarily due to the announced retirements of 4,100 MW of non-gas

generation resources and a reduction in capacity imports. This shortage is expected to
worsen over time…. [C]apacity prices will increase accordingly. Connecticut ratepayers
will have to shoulder a portion of the region’s capacity costs, which could add to retail
generation rates beginning in 2017/18….”
Page vi—“Department’s concern that the upcoming February 2015 auction may not attract
the new capacity that is needed, driving up capacity prices and threatening system
reliability.”
Page 13—“As noted above, past IRPs, including the 2012 IRP, projected sufficient supply
throughout the ten-year time horizon. The 2014 IRP foresees a supply shortage much
sooner, due primarily to recently announced generation retirement.”
Page 13—While resources within Connecticut are expected to be sufficient to meet
Connecticut’s local sourcing requirement, “Connecticut’s reliability and generation prices
would be as affected as other states if the entire region as a whole had insufficient supply.”
Pages 15-16—“[T]he region will need new generating capacity, increased transmission
capability, or demand reductions starting in the summer of 2018. By the summer of 2020,
new generation entry, as well as additional demand response, will begin to become
economic, with approximately 860 ME of new generation and 700 MW of new demand
response projected to enter by 2024.”
Page 68—“Impact of alternative scenarios on resource adequacy …. “Region-wide, the
resource adequacy need becomes much larger in the Tight Supply scenario. More than
2,000 MW of new supply is needed as early as 2018 in the Tight Supply market scenario,
rising to 4,000 MW by 2024 (about a third of which is projected to come from new demand
response in all years).”
Page 83—If FCA9 “does not deliver new generation resources when called upon to meet
capacity needs … Connecticut’s rates and reliability would be significantly impacted.”
Page B-7—List of existing units which have announced their plans to retire soon.

Demand Response and Other Uncertainties
Page vi—“A recent decision from the D.C. Circuit Court has created legal uncertainty about
whether DR can continue to participate in the ISO-NE wholesale electric markets, and this
uncertainty can drive up costs and compromise reliability if it affects DR’s participation in
the February, 2015 capacity auction.”.
Page 5—“On the regional and federal levels, regulatory uncertainty is creating disruptive
and potentially costly threats to the reliability of the ISO-NE system and the economics of
New England. The past year has seen FERC in court decisions that 1) dramatically affect
the role of demand response (DR) in the market …[and] 2) foster substantial uncertainty

regarding the states’ ability to contract for renewables to meet state mandates (various
court decisions)….”
Page 12— Further discussion of the uncertainty as to ability of DR to participate in the
forward capacity market (“FCM”).
Page 19—Uncertainty about effect that the new Performance Incentive Program will
induce existing resources to retire, and ability of DR to participate in the FCM. “The
combination of all of the FERC and federal court decisions creates a very uncertain market
future with substantial price and reliability risks for ratepayers that may require
coordinated state actions.”
Page 82—“The Department is very concerned that the uncertainties raised by the D.C.
Circuit and other recent judicial actions have the potential to undermined resource
adequacy and drive up energy prices in the near term, at a time when the region is also
facing a shortage of generation capacity and retirements of substantial amounts of non-gas
resources.”

Need for Flexible generation
Page 19—“Forecast: Supply and Demand for Flexible Capacity to Meet Operational
Needs.”
Page 19—“In order to maintain continuous real-time supply-demand balance, ISO-NE
needs to be able to compensate for rapid changes in system conditions by having fastacting, flexible resources at its disposal.”
Page 21—“Natural gas generators have lower emissions and are also very flexible, allowing
them to ramp up quickly in response to changes in load.”

New Generation Projects
Page 74—“Barring any market failures, the ISO-NE regional capacity market should attract
new capacity to supply the existing regional need, which could include generation facilities
constructed in Connecticut.”
Page 84—Footnote 145 “Several projects are already in development including the 560
MW CPV Towantic project in Connecticut…. Other potential projects not yet permitted
could take longer to develop.”
Dual fuel benefits
Page 88—“New England’s natural gas electric generation fleet faces a high probability of
experiencing critical shortages on 24 to 34 days every winter by 2020.”

Page 93—“Solution to the region’s winter peak reliability problem includes “dual-fired
generation capability” among other options.
Page 99—“In the shorter term before long-term solutions can be built, DEEP recommends
that dual-fuel generation, demand response measures and the seasonal purchase of LNG
cargos be deployed by ISO-NE through the winter reliability program for 2014/15.”
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4.
GAS INTERCONNECTION
UPDATE

Witnesses:

Andrew Bazinet
Jon Donovan
Gas Interconnection Update

In the hearing for Docket No. 192B conducted on February 24, 2015, CPV Towantic
responded to a question from Mr. Perrone regarding the underground routing of the
natural gas interconnection. Andrew Bazinet referenced ongoing discussions with Spectra
Energy regarding the scope and design of the proposed Project’s gas interconnection.
In Q2-2014 CPV Towantic initially engaged Spectra in a dialogue regarding interconnection
to the Spectra’s Algonquin pipeline system. Discussion with Spectra’s team at that point in
time indicated pipeline pressures would be sufficient to support operation at the CPV
Towantic Energy Center. As talks advanced, Spectra continued to provide additional
information. CPV Towantic’s analysis of this most recent data, provided by Spectra on
February 26, 2015, indicates that on-site gas compression may be required. The inclusion
of gas compression, should it be necessary, will not require extensive site plan modification
or materially affect the proposed Project’s impacts with respect to air emissions, noise,
visual profile, thermal efficiency or safety:


Layout - the relatively small amount of surface area required for on-site gas
compression will allow for its inclusion without major updates to the Project’s
layout and civil design;



Air emissions - the equipment being evaluated would utilize electricity and
therefore would not produce any air emissions;



Noise - the gas compression equipment vendor will provide a near-field noise
guarantee that will allow the Project to easily comply with the 70 dBa and 51 dBa
Connecticut noise standards;



Visual - the expected dimensions of the equipment and any enclosures are well
within the Project’s visual envelope;



Efficiency - CPV has contingency in its current auxiliary load calculations for the
plant such that no impact to net plant efficiency is expected; and



Safety - consistent with CPV Towantic’s testimony at the February 24 hearing, the
gas compressors will be part of a system that features instrumentation, detection
and isolation measures with quick acting valves to ensure safety is maintained
throughout operation.

While it is not definitively known if on-site gas compression will be required, CPV Towantic
proposes a final update be provided during the Development & Management Plan phase of
this proceeding.
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